Being encouraged by the friendly interest expressed by English geometricians, I have resumed my former researches, which have been entirely abandoned by me since 1846. While the details had escaped from my memory, two leading questions have remained dormant in my mind. The first question was to introduce right lines as elements of space, instead of points and planes, hitherto employed; the second question to connect, in mechanics, translatory and rotatory movements with each other by a principle in geometry analogous to that of reciprocity. I proposed a solution of the first question in the geometrical paper presented to the Royal Society. I met a solution of the second question, which in vain I sought for in P oinsot's ingenious theory of coupled forces, by pursuing the geometrical way. The indications regarding complexes of forces, given at the end of the " Additional Notes," involve it. X now take the liberty of presenting a new paper, intended to give to these indications the developments they demand, reserving for another communication a succinct abstract of the curious properties of complexes of right lines represented by equations of the second degree, and the simple analytical way of deriving them.
I. 1.
We usually represent a force geometrically by a limited line, i. e. by means of two points ( x',y', z') and (#, y, z) , one of which (a/, y \ z') is the po force, while the right line passing through both points indicates its direction, and the distance between the two points its intensity. W e may regard the six quantities dy, zed-z'x, xt/ -. . . . * (1) as the six coordinates o f the force. The six coordinates of a force represent its three projections on the three axes of coordinates OX, OY, OZ, and its three moments with regard to the same axes. By means of the three first coordinates the intensity P and the direction of the force; by means of the three last the resulting moment R and the direction of its axis; by the quotient p the distance of the force from the origin, and therefore its position in space is determined. Accordingly we may, as far as we do not regard the point acted upon by the force, replace its six coordinates (1) which indicates that the axis of the resulting moment R (the moment of the force with regard to the origin) is perpendicular to the direction of the force. In replacing the coordinates (2) by the equivalent primitive ones (1), the last equation becomes an iden tical one between the six point-coordinates a/, z\ x, y, z, and therefore is involved in the form given to the coordinates of the force.
The three last coordinates, 2. I f any number of given forces, represented by the symbols (xf, y', z\ , y, z) or (X, Y, Z, L, M, N), act upon or pass through given points, according to the fundamental laws of statics, th e resulting effec ts obtained by adding the corresponding of the forces
xx' , y -y', z -z', yz'-y'z, zx'-xy'-If the six sums thus obtained, 'Z(oc-od\ %(y-y '\ X (z -z ') , 2(yz'-y'z), ^(x tf-ody), . and therefore assume the form of the expressions (1), they are the six coordinates of a resulting force which replaces the given ones. In the general case I propose to call the cause producing the resulting effect dyname. The six sums (5) or (6), not satisfying the last equation of condition, may be regarded as the six coordinates o f the dyname ; the first three indicating the intensity and the direction of a force P , the last three the intensity of a moment and the direction of its axis.
In the case of a force (P) depending upon five constants, the moment and the direc tion of its axis are determined by means of these constants, This equation not being admitted, the corresponding dyname (P, It) depends upon six linear constants (2), independent of each other. There is no relation admitted between the direction of the force (P) and the direction of the axis of the moment (ft).
In denoting the angle between both directions by <p, we have 3. A linear complex of right lines * is represented by a homogeneous equation of the . first degree,
between the six line-coordinates
regarded as variables. These quantities are simultaneously the coordinates of a force. Let us replace the homogeneous equation (8) by the general one of the first degree,
Forces the coordinates of which satisfy this equation constituted linear complex o f forces. The six coordinates of the two points (a/, y \ z') and z) by which the force is deter mined may likewise be regarded as variables replacing the coordinates (1).
In order to get the forces of the complex S acting upon any given point of space (x/, y, z1 ), we must regard the coordinates of this point as constant. On this supposition the equation of the complex, which may be written thus,
represents a plane. Therefore the geometrical locus of the second points ( , y, z) , by which the forces acting on the given point (x\ y , z') are determined, is a plane. This plane may be called conjugate to the point acted upon.
In a linear complex there are acting upon each point o f space forces in all
, the intensity o f each force being the segment on its direction between the point acted upon and its conjugate plane.
4.
In supposing the forces, and consequently their coordinates, to be infinite, the equa tion (9) of the complex S becomes Q = 0 . This equation, therefore, representing a complex of right lines, indicates the position of those forces of the complex H the intensity of which is infinite. 
V'D2 + E2+ F2 F'
may be written thus,
• (13)
• (14) • (15)
• (16)
There is in a complex of right lines an axis round which it may revolve, and along which it may be displaced parallel to itself, without being changed. After this double movement each line of the complex occupies the place formerly taken by another of its lines. After the transformation of coordinates, the axis of the complex O, which may be likewise called the axis o f the complex o f forces S , coincides with O Z ; the origin being arbitrarily chosen on OZ, and the axes OX and OY being any two right lines drawn through this point perpendicular to OZ and to each other.
The form of the last equation shows that a linear complex of forces B, like the corre sponding complex of lines Q, remains unaltered when rotating round its axis or moving parallel to it, i. e. each force of the complex in its new direction and the new position of the point upon which it acts, continues to belong to the complex in retaining its intensity. 
derived from the primitive ones by eliminating their constant term. Hence In a c o n g r u e n c y , the forces act along right lines constituting a linear complex. The forces of a congruency belonging simultaneously to two complexes, those of them passing through a given point meet the right line along which the two conjugate planes of the point in the two complexes intersect each other.
In a congruency, there act on every point of space an infinite number of forces along right lines constituting a plane, their intensity being given by the distance of the point acted upon from the points of a given right line confined within that plane.
6. Let B ee £2-1 = 0 , E'==Q '-1 = 0 , e "eeO"-1 = 0 .. The intensity of the force is equal to the distance between the point acted upon and the point where the three planes conjugate in the three complexes meet.
7. We may derive from the equations (19) the two following:
The coordinates of forces of the double congruency satisfy likewise both equations (20) complexes, E = 0 , E '= 0 , E " = 0 , S w= 0 ,
as well as the equations (22) derived from them, the system of which represents a rectilinear hyperboloid* Hence The forces belonging to a threefold congruency act along the generatrices of a hyper boloid*, the points of which are the points acted upon. There are conjugated to such a point in the four complexes of forces (21) four planes meeting in another point of the same generatrix. The distance between the two points represents the intensity of the corresponding force, varying if the point acted upon move on the generatrix.
9. There are only two forces belonging simultaneously to five complexes, i. e. there are two right lines, on each point of which one single force of given intensity acts along its direction. Indeed by means of the five equations of the complexes, we may deter mine, by elimination, five of the six coordinates, which, for simplicity, may be denoted 10.
In the complexes hitherto considered, the forces acting along a right line va in intensity when the point acted upon moves on that line. According to the more usual notion there is, along a given line, one single force of given intensity acting upon any point of the line. In order to represent complexes of such forces, we replace the coordinates (1) 
All forces, the coordinates of which satisfy this equation, constitute such a new com plex. I t is essential not to confound such complexes with the former ones.
11.
The coordinates x, y , z of any point on the direction o making use of the coordinates (4). Accordingly the equation of the complex '\fr becomes 
. If the system of coordinates is displaced parallel to itself, any point z0) becoming the new origin, X, Y, Z remain unaltered, while y, z are replaced by (# + # 0), (y-\-y0), (z-\-z0) . Accordingly the equation (25) is transformed into the following one:
In putting x,y, z -0, the following relation
is obtained between the coordinates of forces passing through the new origin. Let, in the primitive system of coordinates,
indicate the direction of any such force, its intensity is p _________________V 1 + a2 + _______________ There is one force passing simultaneously through both origins, determined by the relations ■ 0 •
• ^0 -by which the last expression for P is reduced to the former (26). The force acting along the same right line is the same. All other forces of the complex passing through the primitive origin, when displaced parallel to themselves, so as to meet the new origin, generally change their intensity. This intensity is not changed if, the direction of the force remaining the same, 12. Indeed, in so transforming the arbitrary system of rectangular coordinates-as we did in the case of complexes S -that the new axis OZ coincides with the axis of the complex of lines <£, the equation (24) 
That is especially the case if the line along which a force acts be displaced parallel to OZ or turned round it. Hence
A force o f a complex T w h i c h, while retaining , is disp aocis o f the complex or turns round it, in all its new positions continues to belong to the complex.
13. The lines along which congruent forces of any two complexes Tp act constitute a linear complex of lines. The congruent forces of three complexes are directed along lines of a congruency, and consequently meet two fixed lines, there is one force passing through each point o f s p a c e , and one confined within The congruent forces of four complexes T are directed along the generatrices of a hyperboloid, their intensity only varying from one generatrix to another. Finally, five complexes T meet along two forces (either real or imaginary).
14. A dyname, determined by its six linear coordinates,
represents the effect produced by two forces not intersecting each other, the points acted upon not being regarded. The six sums of the corresponding coordinates of both forces are the six coordinates of the dyname. Reciprocally, a dyname, the coordinates of which are given, may be resolved into equivalent pairs of forces; but a dyname depending upon six, a pair of forces upon ten constants, four of these ten constants may be chosen arbitrarily. Let We must desist from entering into any further detail. 15. Any number of dynames being given, the coordinates of the resulting dyname are obtained by adding the coordinates of the given ones. I f the six sums are equal to zero, equilibrium exists. II.
-1. We determine a force producing repulsion or attraction by means of two points ui space, one of which is the point acted upon. In quite an analogous way we may Represent a rotation, or the force producing it, by means of two planes,
the coordinates of which are t\ ul,v' and t, v, one of th acted upon. The right line, along which both planes meet, is the axis of rotation. The plane acted upon (if, u', v') may in a double way turn round the axis of rotation in order to coincide with the second plane (t, u, v) ; but there ting that during the rotation the rotating-plane does not pass through the origin, and consequently its coordinates do not become infinite. (In an analogous way we deter mine the distance of two points.)
Let us regard the six quantities,
t -f^ p -u',' v -v\
as the six coordinates of the rotatory force, as they are the six coordinates of its axis of rotation. As far as we do not regard the plane acted upon by the rotatory force, we
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may replace them by the following six, 
Finally, we may write the coordinates (2) in the following way, 
(t, u, v) being any plane passing through the axis of rotation.
2.
The notation of the preceding number being rather unusual, it appears suitable to introduce a few remarks before proceeding.
In referring to the " Additional Notes " of the geometrical paper *, we get Here the angles made by the axis of rotation with the three axes of coordinates OX, OY, OZ are denoted by X, p, v; the angles made with the same a the right line perpendicular to the plane containing the origin and the axis of rotation by a, (3, y; h denotes the distance of the axis of rotation from the origin; finally, let us call P the intensity of the rotatory force, It its moment, and the right line passing through the origin and making, with the three axes of coordinates, the angles a, (3, y> he axis of the moment.
3.
Both the intensity (P) and the moment (R) of a rotatory force depend only upon the position of the origin; they do not depend upon the direction of the axes of coordi nates. Indeed jp and f! denoting the distance of the planes ( , , ), (if, u\ «/), by m of which a rotatory force (tfW, tuv) i s determined, from the origin, a between the planes, we have $ 2= ( £ -i?)2+ ( u -u 'y+ (v-v')2= p + -2 cos co Jp'
01)
Again, the intensity (P) being given according to (10), the moment of the rotatory force (R) remains the same when the axis of rotation gets into any other position, as long as h, the distance of the axis from the origin, does not change, and in particular when the axis of rotation turns round the axis of the moment. 4. The six coordinates of an ordinary force (oc'y'z, remain the same when, the mutual distance of the two points (x'y'z1 ) and (x, not being altered, the point (x1, y \ z') acted upon moves along the direction of the force. So do the six coordinates of a rota tory force (tfu'v', tuv) when, P remaining the same, the plane (tf, v') acted upon rotates round the axis of rotation. A repulsive or attractive force may act on each point of its direction, a rotatory force on each plane passing through its axis. Let be the equations of the planes (tf, u\ v') and u, v) by which a rotatory mined. In denoting by yJ and yj any two arbitrary constants, the following equa syJs'== 0, s'-y>s = 0 , represent any two new planes passing through the axis of rotation. Let (^0, u'0, v'0) and (t0, u0, v0) be the corresponding symbols of the new planes. The first of the two planes, depending upon the constant yJ, may be regarded as any plane acted upon by the rotatory force, and accordingly the second plane, depending upon the constant y>, may be determined so that the intensity of the rotatory force, and therefore its moment, shall not be changed. In this supposition t -t ' = t 0 -tl, O, H and H', H , O, I and V , I, constitute, on the three axes of coordinates, three systems of harmonic points.
5. I f any force be given, its intensity (P) is quite independent of the axes of rectan gular coordinates, which may be arbitrarily chosen, but its moment (R) depends upon the choice of the origin. The point upon which the force acts, if free, is impelled along a given line. I f the point acted upon be attached to any fixed point, the translatory movement is changed into a rotatory one. Any plane perpendicular to the direction of the force revolves, if one of its points be fixed, round an axis, confined within the plane, passing through the fixed point and perpendicular to the direction of the force. This axis is the axis of the moment of the force with regard to the fixed point which in the considerations of P art I. was the origin of coordinates. The cause producing the double effect is called force. This definition involves that the direction of the force and the direction of the axis of its moment be perpendicular to each other. I f there is a moment, the axis of which is not perpendicular to the direction of the translatory move ment produced, the cause of it is no more a mere force: we called it a dyname. I f any rotatory force be given, both the intensity of the force and the intensity of its moment are independent of the direction of the axes of coordinates, only both depend upon the position of the origin (3).
A plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation remains the same during the revolution. I f there is another invariable plane, i. e. a plane not able to turn round any axis confined within it, and therefore, this axis being infinitely distant, not able to be displaced parallel to itself, the revolution is stopped and transformed into a translatory movement of the plane acted upon. Indeed the intersection of the two invariable planes becoming an invariable line, able only to move along its own direction, the plane acted upon and all the planes connected with it are displaced along the invariable line. The movement along this direction may be decom posed into three, along the axes of coordinates. The cause producing the double move ment is called rotatory force. I f the condition that both axes (of rotation and of trans lation) are perpendicular to each other be not fulfilled, we shall call it a dyname. I f any point of the line, moveable only along its own direction, be fixed, it endures a pressure along that line which is proportional to the translatory movement, and may be likewise decomposed along the axes of coordinates.
6. Let us, in order to confirm in the analytical way the general views of the last number, consider a rotation the axis of which is confined in the plane X Y , and within t is plane directed parallel to OX. Let us admit, too, that the plane acted upon, pass ing through the axis of rotation, is parallel to OZ. Under these conditions, the symbol 
~W~ t
Here u denotes the angle o f rotation, taken in starting from the plane acted upon in the direction from OZ to OX. In passing to infinitesimals, the last equation becomes 7.
When two rotations take place simultaneously, there is a resulting one in the case only where both axes of rotation are confined within the same plane. Let
be the six coordinates of the rotation, ( t, u, v) and (f, v!, v' ) being any tw their axes. If both axes be confined in the same plane, v* may be replaced by t, u, v. In this supposition, by adding the corresponding coordinates, we get
These six sums are the coordinates of a new rotation, the axis of which is within the same plane (t, u, v) . Here the three equations of condition, 3£+3£'=0, § )+ § )'= (), 3 + 3 '= 0 ," which render the six coordinates of the resulting rotation equal to zero, are sufficient to express that equilibrium exists. In the general case, where both axes of rotation are not confined within the same plane, the six sums of coordinates
are the coordinates of a dyname. When equilibrium exists we get, in order to express that all resulting effect be destroyed, six equations of condition by putting the six coordinates equal to zero.
. (t'u'v'i tfu'v) , (tfu'vf, t'uv'), (t'u'v\ tu'v') *, the six coordinates of which are 0 0
In adding these coordinates, we get -tf, u -u', v -v\ uv'-u'v, vtf-, tu'-t'u, i. e . the coordinates of the recomposed given rotatory force.
The three axes of the decomposed rotatory forces are the intersections of the plane acted upon by ( i f, u\ v') , with the three planes of coordinates XY, XZ, YZ, constituting a triangle, the angles of which fall into the three axes of coordinates.
The given rotatory force is thus decomposed into three equivalent ones, the intensity of which is^c osy = ( v -t/)=3£,
cos ( -u'(v-v') and t'(v-v') . 12. Any number of rotatory forces being given, by decomposing each into three, the axes of which are confined within the three planes of coordinates, and by recomposing If cos l cos a -J-cos mc os + cos n cos c-0, the resulting dyname degenerates into a mere rotatory force of given intensity and posi tion in space.
In the case of equilibrium, 2 £ = 0 , 2 g )= 0 , 2 3 = 0, I
2f =0> s|=o-sf=o. 1
If only the three last of these six equations equivalent to the following ones, = 0, :0, ~ = 0, are satisfied, w, § become infinite; accordingly the three axes of the rotatory forces (10) are, within three planes of coordinates, at an infinite distance, and consequently the corresponding rotatory movements are replaced by translatory ones, parallel to the planes of coordinates. The three movements thus obtained give a resulting movement of the same kind.
If only the first three of the six equations are satisfied, w, *, § becoming equal to zero, the resulting axis of rotation passes through the origin.
13. After this digression, by which a full analogy between ordinary forces and forces producing rotation is stated, we may proceed by giving most succinct indications only.
With regard to rotations and forces producing them, we have to distinguish two dif ferent kinds of complexes corresponding to their different systems of coordinates. We shall first, in making use of the coordinates t-if, u-u\ vif, uifconsider a complex of rotations, the coordinates of which satisfy the equation
which, for brevity, may be written thus, © = H -1 = 0. In regarding if, u', v' as constant, any fixed plane traversing space is the plane act upon by the rotatory forces, and therefore containing the axes of rotation. The coor dinates of the second planes (t, u, v) , by means of which the corresp the complex are determined, remaining variable, the same equation There are amongst the rotations of the complex such transformed into translations. They will be determined in putting S = oo, whence P cos V -14. The congruent rotations of any two complexes, © = 0 , © '= 0 , constitute a congruency o f rotations. Any plane being given, there is in each complex a point conjugate to the plane; the line joining-both points may be called conjugate in the congruency to the given yplane. Each plane passing through the conjugate line intersects the given plane along an axis of rotation. Therefore all axes within the plane meet in the same point, where it is intersected by its conjugate line. Among the axes there is one confined in the plane passing through the origin; in the corresponding rotation P becomes infinite. Again, there is one rotation transformed into a displace ment parallel to the given plane.
In accordance with these results, the equation
derived from the preceding ones by eliminating their constant term, represents a linear complex o f axes. 15. The congruent rotations of three complexes, 0 = 0 , © '= 0 , ©" = 0, constitute a double congruency o f rotations. Any plane traversing space being giveJi, there is another plane passing through the three points conjugate in the three com* plexes to the given one. This plane may be called conjugate in the double jj to the given plane. There is within the given plane one single axis o f rotation coinciding with the intersection of both planes, that given, and its conjugate one.
The axes of rotation belonging to a double congruency constitute a linear congruency of right lines, represented by d>-d>'=0, 0 -©"= o , and consequently meet two fixed lines. 16. The axes of the congruent rotations of complexes are directed along the generatrices of a hyperboloid. Hence we conclude that all axes of rotation are confined within the tangent planes of the hyperboloid. Such a plane being given, its four con jugate points in the four complexes are within the same conjugate plane, intersecting the given tangent plane along the axis of rotation which it contains. There is within the given tangent plane a line of the other generation of the hyperboloid. When the tangent plane revolves round this line, the corresponding axis of rotation, in revolving simultaneously, in all its positions intersects the line in a point which describes it, while the axis of rotation describes the hyperboloid.
17. There are two rotations coincident in five complexes. 18. The second kind of complexes of rotations is represented by the equation In not admitting the last equation of condition, the complex of rotations of the second kind is replaced by a complex of (rotatory) dynames.
III.
From the notions developed in Parts I. and II. we immediately obtain two general theorems, constituting the base of statics. In a similar way, as D 'A lembert's principle is derived from the " principe des vitesses virtuelles," both theorems may be transformed into fundamental theorems of mechanics.
Any forces acting upon a rigid body may be resolved into forces producing translation and forces producing rotation. In the case of equilibrium, neither a translatory nor a rotatory movement takes place, i. e. the resulting forces of both kinds become equal to zero.
In denoting the ordinary forces by 
